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Results 
Of the two shipwrecks found by Vulcan, one of the videos clearly shows a 

“63” painted on the hull, the hull number of USS St. Lo (CVE-63). This 

means that the other shipwreck, which appears to be an unidentifiable pile of 

metal, is most likely from the USS Hoel or USS Johnston.The estimated 

sinking locations and distances from the underwater drone footage are 

outlined in Table 1. Based on the proximity of the video coordinates to the 

estimated sinking positions, the shipwreck found is most likely from the USS 

Johnston.
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Methods and Data 
Using GIS and historic records in conjunction with maps from H.P. Willmott’s “The 

Battle of Leyte Gulf” The Last Fleet Action” and S.E. Morison’s “History of United 

States Naval Operations in World War II,” I mapped out the tracks of Taffy 3 and the 

Japanese to create a clearer depiction of the events that occurred in October of 1944. 

Based on the location of the shipwreck, the researchers at Vulcan determined that one 

of the shipwrecks was either the USS Hoel or USS Johnston, two of the destroyers lost 

in the battle. Resources used are outlined as follows:

·         Vulcan Inc., - provided videos of shipwreck, maps in Google Earth

·         H.P. Willmott – map with the tracks of Japanese battle formations, Taffy, Taffy 3 

and estimated sinking positions of US ships and Japanese carriers

·         S.E. Morison – map of estimated sinking positions of USS Hoel and USS St. Lo

·         Deck Logs from USS Heerman (DD-352) – possible sinking location of USS St. 

Lo and sighting of USS Johnston before sinking

·         After Action Report of USS Hoel – estimated sinking position

Once the maps were in the correct position based on the coordinates given, I created 

tracks and pinned important locations such as estimated sinking positions of the ships. I 

then transferred the tracks to Professor Guth’s GIS program, MICRODEM to analyze 

the tracks in relation to the topography. Estimated sinking positions of each of the ships 

based on deck logs and after action reports created a cluster of possible sinking 

locations in the same general vicinity. Lastly, I compared the estimated sinking 

locations with the coordinates of the underwater drone video of the destroyer.

Introduction 
On October 25, 1944, Rear Admiral Clifton A.F. Sprague led Task Group 

77.4.3, also known as Taffy 3, into the Battle off Samar in the Philippine Sea, 

resulting in one of the “greatest last stands in naval history.” Despite being 

surprised, outnumbered and facing kamikaze suicide pilots for the first time, the 

U.S. Forces were able to force the Japanese to withdraw after the destruction of 

the Japanese Destroyers, Chikuma, Choaki and Suzuya. Taffy 3, consisting of 

six escort carriers (Fanshaw Bay (CVE-70), Gambier Bay (CVE-73), Kalinin 

Bay (CVE-68), Kitkun Bay (CVE-71), St. Lo (CVE-63), White Plains (CVE-

66)), three destroyers (Heermann (DD-352), Hoel (DD-533), Johnston (DD-

557)) and four destroyer escorts (Dennis (DE-403), John C. Butler (DE-339), 

Raymond (DE-341), Samuel B. Roberts (DE-413)), escaped the Battle with the 

loss of the carriers Gambier Bay, St. Lo, the destroyers Hoel, Johnston, and the 

destroyer escort Samuel B. Roberts. Unfortunately, the loss of a ship in the 

World War II era comes with the loss of all documents and deck logs that were 

aboard the ship when she sank. This means that the last known locations of 

many of the ships were unknown and left to estimates based on sightings from 

ships that did not sink and surviving crewmembers. 

Discussion 
Of the two estimated sinking positions of the USS Johnston, one was based on 

the Wilmott History map while the other was from the deck log of the USS 

Heerman. The USS Heerman reported a position of the USS Johnston at 0905, 

an hour and 10 minutes before the USS Johnston reported to have sunk, which 

affects the sinking location. While the USS St. Lo and USS Johnston had a 

relatively tight cluster of estimated sinking positions (Figures 3,4), the USS 

Hoel had a wider range of estimated sinking positions (Figure 4). Willmott 

History and Morrison had relatively similar sinking positions for the USS 

Hoel, although these differed greatly from the estimated sinking position 

based on the after action report (30 km). 

Background
Over seventy years after the end of the Battle off Samar, researchers from Vulcan, 

Inc. and the Research Vessel Petrel (R/V Petrel), found the remains of shipwrecks 

in the Philippine Sea, most likely connected to the battles of World War II and 

specifically the lost ships of the Battle off Samar. Using undersea drones, the 

researchers found the deepest shipwreck to date, at a depth of 6220 meters. The 

researchers at Vulcan determined one of the shipwrecks as the USS St. Lo based 

on the hull number painted on her side. Due to the battle, location and the effects 

of time and the elements, the other shipwreck was unidentifiable, although they 

believe that it is the USS Johnston. 

Conclusion 
The ability to find the remains of ships lost in World War II provides clarity in 

understanding the battles and offers a sense of closure for families who lost 

loved ones in the war. With the use of underwater drones, Professor Guth’s 

GIS program and Google Earth we can paint a better picture of a war that 

defined our world and history. While many of the deck logs and people were 

lost with the ships that sunk, we can use the information we know and modern 

technology to gain a better understanding of what occurred during the Battle 

off Samar and gain a greater appreciation for the hard fought battle that led to 

the withdrawal of the Japanese in the Philippine Sea.    

Ship Name Distance from actual location to estimated locations Estimated Sinking Locations

USS St. Lo (CVE-63) 6-12 km 11° 9'55.69"N, 126° 5'10.03"E (after action 

report)

11°10'55.46"N, 126° 7'36.03"E (Willmott)

11°11'28.08"N, 126° 6'55.48"E (Morison)

11°13'0.00"N, 126° 4'60.00"E (USS 

Heerman)

USS Johnson (DD-557) 20-25 km 11°24'23.63"N, 126°18'37.19"E (Willmott)

11°23'27.10"N, 126°15'28.46"E (USS 

Heerman)

USS Hoel (DD-533) 30-35 km 

(50-60 km from after action report estimated sinking 

position)

11°42'12.27"N, 126°18'20.71"E (Morison)

11°42'40.42"N, 126°19'33.80"E (Willmott)

11°46’ N, 126°33’E (After Action report)

Figure 1. Topography of the Philippine Sea from MICRODEM (2009). The 
red line is the track of the Japanese battle formation and the blue line is 
the track of Taffy 3. 

Figure 3. Estimated sinking positions of the USS St. Lo from various sources. 

Figure 2. Battle Map from H.P. Willmott’s “The Battle of Leyte Gulf: The Last Fleet Action.”

Figure 4. Estimated sinking positions of the USS Johnston 
and USS Hoel from various sources. 

Table 1. 
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